Camels net first ECAC men’s soccer win!

Bill Clinton won the presidential election on Tuesday, winning forty-three percent of the popular votes and receiving 370 electoral votes. Esther Potter, co-president of the College Democrats, said of the result, "It was the best night of my life. It was fabulous, great, all the superlatives." However, the College Democrats do not intend to become inactive after the election. According to Potter, "We’re going to have speakers. The Com College Review is going to have a feature with a Republican/Democrat viewpoint in each issue." The group is also trying to get one of the newly elected state representatives to speak on campus and is still hoping to schedule Hillary Clinton to speak. Said Potter, "We’re trying to keep the awareness up even though the election is over."

Best Goldstein, public relations director for the College Republicans, said, "In this election year, we’ve seen a big movement through MTV to push for Clinton. We feel that due to this big push most of the campus went for Clinton. There is a minority of Republicans on campus who made a strong showing for Bush. We’re happy for that turnout."

As for the future plans of the College Republicans, Goldstein said, "We plan to remain fairly active until the next election. The group can serve as an excellent information source for republicans on campus. A political group would serve as an information base for students. We can have a very well-educated campus.”

Index:

Features pp 4-6
Culture prevails in a fallen Soviet Union.
Comics pp 6&10

A&E pp 11-13
Play asks “What about Black Women?”
Sports pp 14-16
Field Hockey ends with a winning season
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VIEWPOINT

Risky (new) business?

Students-at-large are circulating a petition this week demanding that Campus Safety officers regularly patrol the arboretum during its open hours. A collaborative effort of employees and administrators organized this week’s “Take Back the Arbo” rally to protest the violence of a few weeks ago.

The College Voice has raised the issue that this college lacks an official escort service, and reporters are asking why there are no emergency call boxes in the arboretum.

And in this week of issue-awareness, the Student Government Association held a meeting with no proposals.

This seems more than a little odd, given the plethora of policies searching for formulation and student input on the college level. Here are four legislative opportunities within the realm of Campus Safety alone.

According to Michael Gaffney, house senator of Harkness and chair of the Campus Safety Committee, these security issues were discussed with Stewart Angell, the department’s director, on Friday, and the group is using the committee process to investigate the logistical questions of change.

Increased participation at the research level is not all bad, but it can also be risky. Security is not an issue to put on the back burner. Security issues—with students’ lives in jeopardy—are deserving timely progress.

This year’s Assembly held its first mid-semester review a few weeks ago. If the weekly meetings have been a fair indication of the size of the SGA, it seems to be moving in the direction of making officers’ reports, committee briefings and action items the agenda’s highlights.

With students and administrators taking the lead outside of the SGA system, however, it is clear that the flow, closed processes is not enough. There needs to be responsive debate based on concrete legislation and discussion based on common information. It is irresponsible to leave these tasks unstated to others. It is irresponsible to settle for less.
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Wednesday, December 2, 1992

Support the life rights of children

Letter to the Voice

I would like to congratulate Chris Delvaille for his courageous. And in last week’s Voice, “The other side of the issue,” the College Voice, November 2, 1992) At last, we have an opinion on the abortion issue from someone who knows first-hand why it is wrong. I sincerely hope that it causes those who argue for abortion rights because of “woman’s equality” to rethink their position.

Letter to the Voice

I feel that abortion is a woman’s prerogative, since that’s all they tell us around here. The “discussion” of the political implications of abortion was sponsored by the Evergreen’s Center is but an example of this campus’ one-sidedness. The panel of five speakers was outrageously stacked; four of them were pro-choice! In the face of such an imbalance, no one could argue that both sides were fairly represented. All we had was a farcical three-ring circus in which one person tried to present his views and four people shot him down.

Support the life rights of children

Sincerly,
Dan Malchesky
Class of 1993

Cleaning staff offers thanks

Letter to the Voice

The Housekeeping Staff would like to take this opportunity to thank the staff of The College Voice, the Housekeeping and all students involved, for their outstanding support in trying to assist us with problems we are encountering. It is greatly appreciated!

Sincerely,
The Housekeeping Staff

Not voting is also your right

Letter to the Voice

Gone are the days of Bermanesque antagonism, and The College Voice now has resigned itself to writing heavily diluted, unobjectionable, non- partisan fodder in order to stay. Despite the new penchant for moderation, the Voice has managed to fall several steps below its former self, now merely reflecting mass opinion instead of leading it. This often leads to a “bandwagon” effect whereas the Voice simply adds its “voice” to the rest and thus compounds the problem.

Nowhere is this trend more apparent or irritating than in the Voice’s recent editorial on voting, “A Different Kind of Year Four,” (November 2) Every four years we are bombarded from all sides by everything from newspapers to academics to commentators to even MTV with this message: We must defeat the evil archvillains Apathy and Neglect and vote to save our society—and our very democracy is at stake! People who do not wish to vote are portrayed as lazy, spineless, uncaring, untouchable, inhuman, unpatriotic, and even borderline traitorous.

The other side that is never given is that there are some very good reasons to abstain; darn good if you ask me. This is no way means that I advocate going out and voting in the days of grandfather clauses; I believe that anyone who wishes to vote should be able to do so, regardless of where voting is mandatory. Never in my opinion, Ross Perot does not have the ability or temperament to run this country. Pure and simple. Bill Clinton, while potentially more competent, disturbs me greatly with his shady character, notorious slowness, and as a slightly conservative person I must admit that I do not believe he would be comfortable with me, I may even, then, vote to save. He has reacted to the events in this country instead of shaping them, and by an standards his administration must be characterized as a relative failure. I do not feel that it sets a precedent to condone failure with re-election.

I do not believe any of these men share my view of a United States President, and thus I do not feel good about the fact that I indeed was cast a split-ticket into voting for one of them. I know I am i to abstaining. In the face of such an imbalance, no one could argue that both sides were fairly represented. All we had was a farcical three-ring circus in which one person tried to present his views and four people shot him down.

Support the life rights of children

Soul Brown IM football team demands retraction

Letter to the Voice

It was bad enough to have to play in a league full of over-confident, winning, wanna-be athletes whom run up the score against nice guys like us. And as if it wasn’t enough, we weren’t damaged enough on the field, we then had to pick up the Voice’s so-called “sports section” and read a heap of outright lies and blasphemy:

While our legal counsel has not yet filed suit, we are currently pursuing this option.

For the record, we did “officially reach the endzone” against KTC on October 13. Furthermore, our defense was not the result of any final decision on the part of the Purple team. In fact, if I’m not mistaken, the KTK coaches never reported our touchdowns. My halftime threat was after we had scored 27 points against their one point, not the first win in franchise history,” unknown to your flawless

“Women have the right to control their own bodies” (which no one disagrees with anyway), not unpleasant, yucky slogans like “What about the rights of the unborn infant?” and “It’s a child, not a choice” which, God forbid, may actually lead to some evaluation of our beliefs. It’s about time people started finding the courage to think about the fetal body in question here, the one whose very life is at stake.

Sincerely,
Dan Malchesky
Class of 1993

Sports writers, this was the second shutout forfeit victory. In all fairness, the Soul Brown family demands a full retraction and public apology.

In the snide words of a misinformed Voice reporter, “Congratulations!”

Sincerely,
The Soul Brown Family

Soul Brown IM football team demands retraction

Correction:
The Soul Brown Family did make the rundown against KTK on October 13, and the team is correct that there have been two forfeit victories. IM Update is compiled and written by staff members of the Intramural Department, not sports reporters for The College Voice.
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Clinton's promises may turn hollow

I would like to interrupt the Clinton/Gore celebration at Connecticut College before some student or faculty member seriously injures themselves doing backflips in the Arbo. Republicans on this campus are being told that conservatism is on the decline and that this election represents an ideological shift to the left. However, the fact that more Americans find themselves "concerned" than "optimistic" on the impending Clinton presidency indicates that Clinton won this election more by default than due to the enormous excitement over the "new covenant."

There are three main reasons why the Republican Party and George Bush lost the White House. They are:

1. The excellence of the Clinton campaign. The real heroes of this election year were James Carville, Ron Brown and the people who made this big government, draft-dodging liberal appear to be a moderate. Whether it was the well planned election of Sister Souljah, the utilization of conservative rhetoric when talking of excessive government bureaucracy and regulation, or simply shaming Hillary up, the campaign made Clinton appear to be moderate and made this victory possible. This seems to show that Lincoln was wrong and you can fool all of the people all of the time (if you have the media on your side.) The infamous Republican Party tricksters and character assassins were never able to put a dent in the Clinton image. No matter how many times Clinton contradicted himself or changed his story on issues like his draft record, the North American Free Trade Agreement, the line item veto, potential tax hikes, and the Persian Gulf War, it didn't seem to break the stride of this political thoroughbred. As long as there was a vice-president who couldn't spell potato, no inconsistencies or character assassinations of Clinton's character and record seemed to raise the ire of the press.

2. The failures of the Bush presidency. People should not see the faltering economy as a repudiation of Reaganesque or confusion Bush's economic policy with that of his predecessor. Allegedly twelve years of "trickle down neglect" has left the U.S. badly in need of investment and infrastructure. The problem with this hypothesis is that "investment" helped negate any short-term success under Bush and under Bush we have witnessed enormous taxing and spending increases. Bush's breaking on the no new taxes pledge not only impeded economic growth but doomed his chances for four more years. The Republican Party was unable to really assault Clinton's proposals for taxing and spending increases because of the "real my life" debate and was left with family values and questions of character as the best hopes for holding onto the executive branch.

3. The success of Ross Perot. Conventional wisdom says Perot had little impact on the election's outcome. However, when one considers that Bush lost eleven states by four percentage points or less, it seems plausible that the race could have had a different outcome if the little Texan stayed home. It is difficult to imagine Bush losing the closely contested states of Tennessee, New Hampshire, Nevada, Louisiana, Kentucky and Georgia. Bush voters were forced to choose in these traditionally conservative states between Democrat and Republican. One must also consider that the entire campaign would have been changed if Perot was not involved. Mr. Perot received much of the spotlight and the money to change the climate of the campaign with his controversial economic proposals. Others voted for him because of his fire and record with education. Still others chose Bill because of his commitment to ensuring all Americans have adequate, affordable health care. Whatever the specific reason (Johns, the Student Loan, the North American Free Trade Agreement, the line item veto, the Energy Tax Credit, the North American Free Trade Agreement, etc.) these voters are disappointed that this will not help all Americans.

Tuesday night was a night we'll never forget. That night, Americans voted for change. Millions of us packed into stadiums and arenas, projected on the biggest screens in the world. The outcome of the election is yet to be determined, but the nation has spoken. We the people have made our choice. We have chosen Bill Clinton as our President. We have chosen change.
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CONNTHOUGHT

Apathetic image remains at Conn

We of SOAR (Students Organized Against Racism) were hoping that the students of Connecticut College would challenge their image of apathetic, party-holic children during SOAR's Social Awareness Week. We were disappointed to find that students on this campus have greater interest in attending a party than an event focused on real social change.

During Social Awareness Week, one hundred and fifty students showed up to the Unity Halloween party, while only about one fifth of that number attended the week's keynote speaker, Giancarlo Esposito, as he spoke of each individual's responsibility in the struggle against racism.

Students at Connecticut College would challenge their image of apathetic, party-holic children during SOAR's Social Awareness Week. However, we were disappointed to find that students on this campus have greater interest in attending a party than an event focused on real social change.
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Students at Connecticut College would challenge their image of apathetic, party-holic children during SOAR's Social Awareness Week. However, we were disappointed to find that students on this campus have greater interest in attending a party than an event focused on real social change.
Panel explores election process and results

Continued from page 1 according to Frasure, was that he "wasted his political advantage after Desert Storm. He didn't know what to do with his power." Frasure said, "I think that Bill Clinton ran a superb campaign. The Democratic party was damn lucky that Bill Clinton was their candidate."

"The assumption that Bush would win turned," said Frasure, when Clinton "tore into Sister Souljah" while speaking in front of the NAACP. "The Democrats tend to have a party that wants to raise taxes. The party appeals to a constituency that benefits from increased government spending. I don't mean just welfare recipients," he said. Frasure added, "I live in New London, Connecticut. If I didn't pay property taxes I could be making payments on a Mercedes-Benz. Instead, I'm paying money to this hell-hole, stink-pot, cesspool city."

Instead, I'm paying money to this government," he said, "have to say that have to say that Clinton's was a brilliant campaign. The turning point was that Clinton reached out to the cohorts of Democrats who lost their heads and brought them back."

"The best Price and the best Food"

"The assumption that Bush would win turned," said Frasure, when Clinton "tore into Sister Souljah" while speaking in front of the NAACP. "The Democrats tend to have a party that wants to raise taxes. The party appeals to a constituency that benefits from increased government spending. I don't mean just welfare recipients," he said. Frasure added, "I live in New London, Connecticut. If I didn't pay property taxes I could be making payments on a Mercedes-Benz. Instead, I'm paying money to this hell-hole, stink-pot, cesspool city."

Instead, I'm paying money to this government," he said, "have to say that have to say that Clinton's was a brilliant campaign. The turning point was that Clinton reached out to the cohorts of Democrats who lost their heads and brought them back."

In the end I don't think he influenced who won. The most important to voters was fifty-five percent, up from fifty percent. Is this increased turn out due to Ross Perot? I'm fairly optimistic that Bill Clinton will be a good president."

Borelli focused primarily on the congressional elections. "There are one hundred new members of the House of Representatives."

According to Borelli, "The state of New York got totally shafted."

The state lost twelve incumbents. They are not going to get their fair share of government funding." Borelli noted that there are six women senators now. One senator-elect, Patty Murray, is "famous for wearing tennis shoes to everything. She ran as an outsider but is a plausible insider."

Moakley, the first African-American ever elected to the Senate, ran "the worst campaign ever," according to Borelli. Said Moakley, "Never viewed Bill Clinton as a particularly strong candidate. Clinton won by default."

After the panels finished speaking they took questions from the audience. Mike Sneadian asked the panel if "this is a bad sign for both parties that Perot got so much support."

Swanson answered, "It's a symptom of the times."
A Walker in the PARK
by Shoham Payne
The College Voice

There are many advantages of being a housefellow, according to Suzanne Walker, the housefellow of Park. Meeting the other housefellows, interacting with the residents in Park, and seeing the "big picture" of Connecticut College's residential side, are only a few of the perks of the job, says Walker.

Walker enjoys the positive relationships that she has established with her dorm residents. "Although I have friendships with the people in my dorm, they still respect my position as housefellow," she explained.

Some of the key issues that Walker hopes to focus on this year, in her role as housefellow, are creating a greener dorm unity and making people feel comfortable in their dorm life.

Walker commented that she has gained personal experience in her role as a housefellow so far, and that she has grown personally because of this experience. Walker said that she has improved her interpersonal skills, and becomes stronger in standing up for her own opinions and positions, especially in a group situation.

Walker is an anthropology major and is double-minoring in women studies and English. She has not only found time to play both field hockey and lacrosse, but to serve as co-captain for both teams.

Walker is considering traveling to Japan through the study abroad program sponsored by the Connecticut College faculty lounge.

Summer sails into his junior year
by Jesse Roberts
Associate Features Editor

Robert Summer, a junior here at Connecticut College, is currently taking part in the "Semester at Sea" program of the University of Pittsburgh. He and 475 other students from various colleges around the world are sailing worldwide on a "university cruise" of sorts. Semester at Sea, a program of the University of Paris, is currently carried 475 students from most colleges worldwide. "The semester at Sea program allows students to live and learn around the world," said Paul Watson, a student at the University of Connecticut.

Summer is a member of the soccer, hockey, and lacrosse teams. He and the other students on the ship are able to compete against other teams on the sail. The ship is equipped with classrooms, a library, a theater, a student union, a cafeteria, as well as closed circuit television capabilities. It also includes a swimming pool, basketball, and volley court, and a weight room. All of these provide a form of university atmosphere for the students during the long periods at sea.

A student life staff provides activities for such periods of time.

The Semester at Sea began sailing from Vancouver, British Columbia on September 12, 1992. So far it has travelled to Japan, Taiwan, Hong Kong, Malaysia, and India, Egypt, Turkey, Ukraine, Spain, and Venezuela remain on this semester's itinerary. It will return to New Orleans on December 22, 1992.

Culture survives the fall of an empire
by Jesse Roberts
Associate Features Editor

On Wednesday, November 4, Efim Grigor'evich Elkind, professor of Russian literature at the University of Paris X-Nanterre, defended and supported a variety of Russian writers and poets, such as the novelist Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn and the poet Iosif Brodski.

Elkind was politically active during the 1960's and 1970's, mostly in support of free expression, without legal ties. He then took the podium, apologized for his poor English, which was actually quite excellent, and launched into his hour and half presentation. "What remains," asked Elkind, referring to the fall of the Soviet Empire, and the state of the country of Russia today. "There is an opinion that nothing will remain," he continued, "and that all that was created during communism will be torn away. We know that 70 years of communist power in the Soviet Union is nothing compared to eternity, but it is a very long time for a generation."

Elkind first dismissed the governmental system of the former Soviet Union, saying that there was a lack of any order or productivity. The government will not remain, claimed Elkind. "The government was nothing. Their words were nothing, and the politburo was nothing." He compared the government in the previous Soviet Union to a stage, a production where words are said, and actions are made, but nothing is real.

What remains? The culture did, according to Elkind, who outlined its different forms throughout history. After centuries of oppression and dictatorships, from the Terrible to Stalin, Russian culture always survived. Elkind spoke of Moscow and its fall after World War II. "In Germany, remains, not their literature. It is the Russian literature."

In the "first epoch," 1917-1920, Russia's culture was still alive. In the 1920s, with the implementation of the New Economic Policy, the culture began to flourish. In the "second epoch," 1920-1970, the political system was still in effect. In the "third epoch," 1970-1990, the government had begun to change, and the culture continued to flourish. In the "fourth epoch," 1990-1992, the government had fallen, and the culture will remain.

Certainly, many aspects of the Russian culture will continue from each era, from each new dictator, and each new event. "The chess, the sport, and the literature for the children... All this will remain."

Certainly, many aspects of the Russian culture will continue as time passes, but Elkind positively responded to his question, "What shall remain?" He answered — many facets of the culture will. Culture has a way of persevering, and Elkind's lecture certainly exemplified this.

Elkind will be lecturing on three other topics during his visit to Connecticut College.

On November 5, he gave a lecture in French titled "Tsvetaeva in Paris." On November 10, Elkind will present a lecture titled "Mayakovskiy Reassessed in Russian," and on November 12, he will present "Problems of Psycho-poetics " in Russian. The College Voice November 9, 1992 Page 5
Survey claims 96 percent placement rate for members of class of 1991

More Connecticut college graduates opt for graduate programs

by Michael Dell'Angelo

A recent survey of Connecticut College's class of 1991 shows that 96 percent of the respondents are either employed or attending graduate school.

The survey was administered by the Office of Career Services, which tracks the activities of each class in the year following graduation. The most recent report contains information from roughly 39 percent of the students in the class.

Of those responding, 68 percent were employed. The remaining 22 percent were enrolled in either graduate or professional schools.

Although the overall number of respondents either attending graduate school or working represents a 1 percent increase over the 95 percent figure for the class of 1990, 77 percent of the 1990 graduates reported being employed last year.

While only 18 percent were enrolled in graduate or professional schools, 22 percent of the 1990 graduates reported being employed the year following graduation.
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College will host collaborative 1993 Special Olympics

by Jennifer LeVan

The Connecticut chapter of the Special Olympics gives [mentally challenged athletes] continuing opportunities to develop physical fitness, demonstrate courage, experience opportunity, participate in the sharing of gifts, skills and friendships with their families, other Special Olympics athletes and the community.

Connecticut College, the U.S. Coast Guard Academy, Mitchell College and the U.S. Submarine Base in Groton will host the 1993 Special Olympic Games on June 11-13, 1993.

Participants, after training for weeks, compete for spots on local teams before advancing to regional games and finally the national competition.

In 1992, the Connecticut Special Olympics held its first Summer Games at the University of Connecticut. Eight hundred participants took part in the track and field events and at the Opening Ceremonies.

Aquatics, soccer, adaptive swimming and other activities were open to the sporting events which will be held at the Summer Games this year.

College reviews toll-free bills

Continued from p. 1

The cost of the toll free service was $534 in August, $549 in September, and $549 in October. In November, the cost was $659.

Makofske initiated a study of that number's billings over the past ten months.

"In reviewing the bills we do not see abnormal activity, although calls last at night are a little suspicious," said Makofske.

"If people have been abusing this number, it is (forcing the college) just a few dollars. It's not a big deal," he added.

Makofske went on to acknowledge that long-distance outgoing calls from campus offices are unrestricted, but said, "We don't go snooping into bills. We have an honor system at this college. If people make personal calls they are expected to reimburse the college.

Makofske added that using the development office's number for personal reasons is justifiable in "stealing money right out of the cashier's office."

He said, "This is an extremely honest campus," and noted that there have been relatively few problems with misuse of the PIN numbers.
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Please recycle
Faculty propose restructing numbering to include 400 level courses

The Connecticut College faculty has motioned for an adoption on a "provisional" basis of the numbering of courses that would move some upper division courses to the 400 level. The actual vote will be taken at the next faculty meeting. The renumbering of courses is expected to be completed in time to be included in the new catalog being printed for the spring term.

The new course numbering will draw on existing sources, the only difference being that some courses in the upper divisions will be labeled as 400 levels. Also, some faculty members do not believe that the current course numbering of independent studies (001, 002) reflects the difficulty, and they will be renumbered at two levels: one at the 200 level, and the other at the advanced 400 level.

Several reasons were cited as the impetus behind this move. First of all, Connecticut College needs to have comparable numbering systems as similar institutions.

Also, some people believe that the current lack of 400 level courses puts Connecticut College students applying to graduate school at a disadvantage, because many institutions view 400 level courses as more advanced than 400 level courses.

Another reason cited for the change was the need to clarify course offerings and provide consistency across the departments. The renumbering would also show the "the greatest scope between introductory and upper level courses.

According to a memorandum issued by Helen Reeves, chair of the Faculty Steering and Conference Committee, "No department shall be asked to renumber courses."

The College Voice did not grant an interview with Stewart Angell, director of Campus Safety, this week.

SGA believes alcohol policy survey threatens collegiality

In an attempt to stop the controversial alcohol policy survey from being sent home to parents, the Alcohol Policy and Recommendations Committee was working with the Student Government Association to send out a pamphlet that is more informational and less interrogatory.

Maraia Parrish, senior class president and member of the APRC, presented to the SGA Assembly the new format that the APRC was trying to follow. This informational packet would contain a summary of Connecticut College's alcohol policy, quotes from students and Campus Safety about drinking on campus, and would finish with questions for the parents.

The initial idea for a survey was developed by Claire Guadart, president of the college, in response to a request by parents at a panel held during last year's Parents Weekend. The first survey was brought before SGA in the spring of 1992 and was strongly opposed. SGA asked that the students be questioned about the policy before the parents. This fall, another survey was shown to SGA, and this also met with strong opposition.

In response to the SGA's concern over the new survey, the new information packet was developed. Many members of SGA were again dissatisfied with the new pamphlet, as they felt that questions should not be a part of this packet.

One question that caused extreme unrest concerned whether parents felt that they should have a say as to what happens on this campus. Colleen Shankly, president of SGA, was opposed to the idea of questions remaining on the pamphlet. "We don't need parents' influence on campus. We have governing structures in place here."

Shankly also remarked that if parents have say in one aspect of campus life, they will have say in other areas that they are ignorant about. She urged the APRC to "really think about the consequences of the questions."

Sean Podielsky, house senator of Lavranos, said that he saw the questions as a way to help the administration deal with parents who call to complain, rather than as a way to benefit the students. Marinel Yoder, house senator of Blackstone, remarked that if the questions are sent home, the replies back would not be representative because only the parents with radical views would return the questionnaire.

Parrish commented that the only way to stop the administration from sending out the original survey would be to send out something regarding the alcohol policy. According to Parrish, "We're being mature about this. We're not afraid to educate our parents about the alcohol policy."

The APRC will meet again soon to discuss the options shared during the SGA Assembly. Because of the strong disapproval voiced by the Assembly, the APRC plans to reconsider exactly what will be sent home.
Solemn ceremony "reclaims" arboretum as tranquil spot

by Michael D’Alessio
News Editor

Members of the college community participated in an emotional ceremony Friday to "reclaim" the arboretum. Students, faculty and staff met outside the arboretum gates to, in what was described as a symbolic gesture, show the college and the local community that it belongs to them.

The solemn thirty-minute ceremony was held in response to the sexual assault that occurred there on October 23. A 22-year-old local woman who was walking through the arboretum with her daughter and her niece was sexually assaulted. Wayne Treat, the only current suspect has been apprehended in Florida.

Camera crews from channels 3, 8 and 30 and local print media covered the event. Approximately four dozen people met at the arboretum gates to take part in the ceremony. They then marched to the amphitheater where William Nieting, acting president of the college, addressed the crowd on the importance of both the physical gesture and the arboretum itself.

Nieting said, "Recently, the image of the Arboretum was marred, and therefore it is the obligation of the residents. Information compiled from The Chronicle of Higher Education."
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Members of the college community participated in a march intended to symbolize the community's resolve not to let the recent brutal assault in the Arboretum keep out those who enjoy its serene environment.
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by April Onslow
Associate News Editor

Even when she isn't here, her influence is felt. Claire Gaudiani, president of the college, has gained national media attention—once again—for her criticism of false financial aid information.

With today’s high college tuition rates, many middle class families are finding themselves in need of financial aid in order to send their children to school. However, some discover that they appear too wealthy "on paper" to qualify for such loans.

Consequently, when filling out aid applications, such families may try to make themselves look less prosperous than they actually are. In order to assist them, there are many financial advisers who have expertise in finding legal ways to maximize their eligibility for financial aid.

This can be accomplished by shifting some of the family's assets into retirement funds, tax-deferred annuities, or into separate accounts in relatives' names. This worries Claire Gaudiani, who lambasted this "get whatever you can attitude" in an interview with Time magazine, saying that such accounting methods amount to "dirty tricks."

Gaudiani believes that families who shelter their assets in order to qualify for financial aid for college tuition are not only cheating students who are more needy, but also frauding taxpayers and forcing colleagues to waste time and money in validating their claims.

According to Gaudiani, it has become an accepted practice for parents to be advised to do this, and are often told how.

"It's wrong for us who have an education and who have all the privileges to teach each other how to cheat." Gaudiani compares this legal activity to looting. Although there is widespread concern that the middle class may be priced out of college, Gaudiani maintains that any fraudulent practice is unethical.

"It's easy for a lot of people to condemn youngsters who walk into stores and take things that don't belong to them. Everyone calls that looting, and it's certainly illegal and not appropriate. But when people with $350,000 incomes shelter that by transferring assets to grandparents and reporting $41,700 and then qualify for $12,000 in aid, that's another form of looting."

The United States Congress has responded to the high cost of college tuition by passing new financial aid regulations. As of last month, any family, regardless of income, may borrow the entire cost of college with low interest government loans. Federal grants will still be awarded according to financial need, but home equity and family farms will no longer count as a part of a family's assets.

Solemn ceremony "reclaims" arboretum as tranquil spot

by Michael D’Alessio
News Editor

Students plead guilty to SAT perjury charges

Lawrence Adler, a teenager who allegedly paid his friend David Srulevich to take the Scholastic Aptitude Test for him, and then sued the Educational Testing Service when it challenged his scores, has pleaded guilty to two perjury-related charges and will serve a six-month jail term.

After his jail term is completed, Adler must perform 100 hours of community service and undergo psychotherapy. Srulevich pleaded guilty to obstruction of justice and will be sentenced at a later date.

Gaudiani lambastes falsified financial aid information

by April Onslow
Associate News Editor

The Camel Connection

- a compilation of other school's news

Student pleads guilty to SAT perjury charges

Lawrence Adler, a teenager who allegedly paid his friend David Srulevich to take the Scholastic Aptitude Test for him, and then sued the Educational Testing Service when it challenged his scores, has pleaded guilty to two perjury-related charges and will serve a six-month jail term.

After his jail term is completed, Adler must perform 100 hours of community service and undergo psychotherapy. Srulevich pleaded guilty to obstruction of justice and will be sentenced at a later date.

Sleep-in protests Oklahoma State University's overnight guest policies

The administration of Oklahoma State University maintains a policy in which visitors of the opposite sex are forbidden from staying over weekends and 2 a.m. on weekdays.

In an effort to change this policy, forty juniors and seniors protested by holding a "sleep-in" during homecoming week in order to gain more on-campus freedom. Many students believe that since they are adults, the administration should allow them more privacy as campus residents.

Information compiled from The Chronicle of Higher Education
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Baez stays vital in a fickle industry

Star from the '60s to perform in Stamford

by Diane Myers

Joan Baez still enthrall audiences of all shapes and sizes. In fact, she'll be performing in Stamford, Connecticut on November 25. The Stamford Center for the Arts has announced that the concert, which was not originally on the seasonal schedule, will be performed at the Palace Theater in Stamford.

What has made Joan Baez more than a passing phase of the '60s? Is it the unique resonance, and galvanizing strength of her voice? Her boundless energy? Or perhaps it's her commitment to individuals whose rights and very lives have been threatened.

Baez has been all over the world, championing the oppressed, underfed by flag or borders. Her political convictions are reflected undeterred by flags or borders. Her

In 1968 and gave birth to a son, Gabriel. Only a few months after entertaining the crowds at Woodstock. Unfortunately, Harris did not get to share the joy of his baby's birth, as he was serving time in prison for draft resistance.

In 1972, Baez spent two weeks in Iran (during what was later called "the most intense aerial bombardment in the history of warfare") and helped to organize Amnesty International on the West Coast, working tirelessly day and night.

In 1975, one of her most popular albums, Diamonds and Dust was released and won her a spot on Bob Dylan's Rolling Thunder Revue. Four years later, Baez founded Humanitarians International Human Rights Committee; an organization committed to addressing human rights violations and urging the practice of nonviolence and policies of disengagement.

As the years passed, more humanitarian organizations added "Joan Baez" to their list of volunteers. She performed at Live Aid in 1985 and on both of Amnesty International's "Conspiracy of Hope" (1986) and "Human Rights Now" (1988) tours.

On the 30th anniversary of her musical odyssey, Baez celebrated by releasing the album "Speaking of Dreams" and embarking on a world tour. Next came "Play Backwards," an album recorded in Nashville, with songs written by Mary Chapin Carpenter, John Hiatt, and a tune Baez co-wrote with Janis Ian. "Play Me Backwards" raised her total solo album count to a whopping thirty.

Two autobiographical books, thousands of concerts, and eight gold albums later, Joan Baez brings her magic to Stamford's Palace Theater. Tickets for the November 25 show to be held at 8 p.m. are $30, $25, and $20. Call (203) 323-2131 or 800-525-4466, or visit the box office (at either Palace Theater, 61 Atlantic Street or Rich Forum, 307 Atlantic Street in Stamford.)

Cell and because no one would want to miss the astounding sound of the legendary Queen of Folk, Joan Baez.
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Booksmith

An extensive selection of classics and best sellers.

New London Mall
New London, CT 06320
(203) 442-1780

Typing & Word Processing

Fast & Inexpensive!

$1.75 double spaced Page
$3.25 single spaced Page

Includes 8pt. Times New Roman

24 hour Service*

1 to 9, 7 days a week -
Call: 447-2932

*25% Rush Fee
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Lyman Allyn showcases many of the college's best female artists

by Luke Brennan
Associate A&E Editor

The Lyman Allen Art Museum has a reputation for well-done, interesting exhibits. The Connecticut Women Artists exhibition being held this summer is no exception.

Connecticut Women Artists was founded in 1929, when 13 women artists exhibited at the Wadsworth Atheneum. Since exhibitions devoted to women's artwork were rare at that time, a society for female artists was established. The group was officially incorporated in 1933.

Today, the group has over 200 active members, and exhibits works at various locations throughout the state.

The exhibition at the Lyman Allen is comprised of original works in oil, watercolor, pastel, acrylic, mixed media, collage, graphics and sculpture by members of the Connecticut Women Artists. The juror of this exhibition is Barbara M. Fagg, professor of printmaking at the University of Rhode Island. She is also the owner and operator of Queens River Press in South Kingston, Rhode Island, as well as being a member of Hera Gallery, a cooperative women's gallery in Wakefield, R.I.

First place winner in the show is Gigi Herr Liveras of Colchester. Her pastel painting, The Gate, catches your eye the minute you enter the gallery.

According to Pagh, "I liked the scale, the color, the sense of light. It's recognizable and yet it has strong abstract qualities." Liveras, a graduate of the Paier School of Art, in New Haven, has exhibited her work at the Yale Art and Architecture Building in New York, the Whitney Museum of American Art and the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts.

Second place winner in the show is Joanna Nogro of Hartford. Her print, American Me, is a character study of a woman in a dress suit. Pagh observed, "I liked the sense of history, the feel of the piece." Nogro is a graduate of the University of Hartford, and has exhibited her work at the Wadsworth Atheneum in Hartford, and the Berkshire Art Association in New York.

Third place winner in the show is Sarah Sargent of Westport. Her print, The Dream Productions, is now being used to develop their characters. Pagh noted, "The strong, simplified, graphic style of this print is very engaging. The artist is quite successful in capturing the essence of the characters."

There are over twenty-five other artists represented in the exhibition, including the works of Joanna Nogro of Hartford, and the Berkshire Art Association in New York. Among the artists are Sarah Sargent, Joanna Nogro, Sarah Dyer and Barbara Pagh, who has also exhibited her work at the Yale Art and Architecture Building in New York.

The exhibition will run until November 26, 1992, and is open on Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays 11-5 p.m., and Sundays 1-5 p.m. For more information call 499-2454.

Soar presents a more somber and reflective play, "Black Womyn"

by Anne Zachary
College Voice

Soar presents a more somber and reflective play, "Black Womyn" by John Borden and produced by Living the Dream Productions, is now touring the nation.

Having grown up in a predominately white suburban area with white foster parents, Ruth said she believed she was "different" until her teens, when her foster mother informed her that white parents could not be parents to black children.

Ruth then ran away from home and met Charles, a pimp, who introduced her to crack, eventually imprisoned her and her friend, and, subsequently, her baby, with AIDS.

In the course of the play, Billie's mother died of cancer, thus provoking a question of what it means to be a black woman. When Naomi and Ruth died, Billie had "Rest in Peace" and "Rest in Real Peace" written on their respective tombstones. Billie herself then died alone.

The performance was a question and answer session involving the audience and the actors. This aspect of the event made it obvious that the actresses' own experiences as African-American women were just as important as the experiences of the characters. The actresses also spoke of their careers outside of this play, their great enthusiasm for performing this particular play, the bases they used to develop their characters, and their personal experiences relating to AIDS.

The event was held as part of Social Awareness Week and was co-sponsored by Unity House, the theater and psychology departments, and the Everywoman's Center.

This intriguing and thought-provoking play, directed by John Borden and produced by Living the Dream Productions, is now touring the nation.

SARAH LAURENCE COLLEGE IN

For information and application, contact Sarah Lawrence College in Purchase, N.Y. 10577.
Wadsworth boasts $5 million bequest

Monies used to enhance collections

Curator of the European Paintings, Sculpture and Drawings, explained that the works served as an altar-piece and was owned by the Martelli family of Florence from the time of its creation until the mid-twentieth century. "This unstained, ownership history explains the exceptional preservation of the picture," Carogan said. "The painting is an excellent example of Cardi's work, according to Carogan. "In the clarity of his narrative and the naturalism of his forms, Cardi reveals his position in the emerging style of the seventeenth century," he said. "He created in the idiom of Florentine painting an equivalent to the revolutionary works of Caravaggio in Rome or the Carracci in Bologna."

This extraordinarily generous bequest is a multiple blessing to the Wadsworth Atheneum.

— Patrick McCaughey, Atheneum director

The Wadsworth Atheneum will receive the annual income generated by the bequest of over $5 million to the Hartford Foundation for Public Giving, according to Atheneum Director Patrick McCaughey. The funds are designated solely for the purchase of works of art for the museum's permanent collection.

Wadsworth Atheneum "is to be paid to the Atheneum for the sole purpose of acquiring works of art for its permanent collection."

"This extraordinarily generous bequest is a multiple blessing to the Wadsworth Atheneum," Patrick McCaughey, Atheneum Director explained.

"The Douglas Tracy Smith and Dorothy Potter Smith Fund, for the Benefit of the Wadsworth Atheneum," to be paid to the Atheneum for the sole purpose of acquiring works of art for its permanent collection.

"Douglas Tracy Smith and Dorothy Potter Smith Fund will allow the Atheneum to enter a whole new arena in collecting," McCaughey continued. "It will bring the museum's acquisitions to new levels of excellence in all areas of collecting."

This new arena in collecting, according to McCaughey, will bring the museum's acquisitions to new levels of excellence in all areas of collecting.

This new arena in collecting, according to McCaughey, will bring the museum's acquisitions to new levels of excellence in all areas of collecting.

The new arena in collecting, according to McCaughey, will bring the museum's acquisitions to new levels of excellence in all areas of collecting.

The new arena in collecting, according to McCaughey, will bring the museum's acquisitions to new levels of excellence in all areas of collecting.

The new arena in collecting, according to McCaughey, will bring the museum's acquisitions to new levels of excellence in all areas of collecting.

The new arena in collecting, according to McCaughey, will bring the museum's acquisitions to new levels of excellence in all areas of collecting.

The new arena in collecting, according to McCaughey, will bring the museum's acquisitions to new levels of excellence in all areas of collecting.
IM Update:

**NFC and EM Airplanes advance to Superbowl in IM flag football**

This weekend the IM department sponsored the Fifth Annual Mike Shirault Three-on-Three Basketball Tournament. This year it was Team Hansen who took home the championship prizes as they were undefeated in the double elimination tournament. In the finals, Team Hansen (Rob Hansen, Randy Scott, and Pete Francis) met Team Stefanis (Kris Stefanis, Matt Shee, and Fran Higgins) as a team that has easily defeated earlier in the tournament by a score of 15-10. Because of the tournament’s double elimination format, Team Hansen voted to defeat Team Hansen twice in order to win the championship. Both teams played well in the early going, but Team Hansen’s superior ball movement and three-point shooting proved to be the difference in the end as they edged Team Stefanis by a score of 15-13.

In the first flag football quarterfinal match-up, the F-Men were victorious over Team 1M at 30-0. With his father watching on the sidelines, F-Men QB Chad Marlow put forth the most impressive performance of his young career as he threw for three 1M touchdowns and ran for another. Ravi Maria, Kevin Henderson, and Alex Soule were each recipients of Marlow TD passes. Plan B was the winner of the other quarterfinal game as they easily rolled over KTK by a score of 42-7. Pete Francis and Brian Hill each tallied for two TDs to lead Plan B to victory. Jeff Gilton connected with Kevin Cunningham for KTK’s sole TD.

The F-Men were not so lucky in the semifinals as they met the mighty EM Airplanes, the preseason favorites to win the Super Bowl. The Airplanes had defeated the F-Men earlier in the season 29-0 and had battled Hansen for the championship in 1M. Hansen scored on Chapel Field with 36-6 win. Luke Beaty was the hero for the Airplanes as he recorded two TDs and two interceptions on the day. In the other semifinal game, NFC was the easy winner over Plan B by a score of 28-0. Despite the nasty weather conditions, NFC QB Louis Montalvo still managed to throw for four TDs.

As usual, the EM Airplanes will meet NFC on this week in the IM Flag Football Super Bowl. This will be a much closer battle than earlier predicted, but in the end still look for the Airplanes to emerge victorious.

This week is also the start of IM Coed Volleyball and Women’s Floor Hockey. Volleyball season begins Monday night with 16 teams competing in two divisions. Competing in the Karaly Division are the Setters, Buffalo, Divine Intervention, Shrots, Ichabod Crane, Dime Hard, and the Astrodome Monsters. Competing in the Timmons Division are the Staff Spikers, Team Deit, Acocacca, Intelligency, The Beas, EKPI, the Ex-Conns, and Unity. Volleyball will be played in both the old and new gym.

This women’s Years’ Floor Hockey league has 13 teams competing for the coveted Jim Shields Memorial Trophy. The teams in the league are SSHS, Hours of Destruction, Quick Sticks, UG II, Hardness, Two Humped Camels, Sick Em Up, Chickas With Sticks, Rose, Packers, Soccer With Sticks, Whatever, and Larmeece. Hockey Floor will be played this week in the Charles B. Luke Fieldhouse on the rubber courts.


---

**SPORTS**

**Junior midfielder Brendan Gilmarini takes a head ball in Wednesday’s overtime victory against Brandeis.**

**Kickers knock out Williams 2-1 in OT**

Continued from page 16

Connecticut and Williams. But the team turned fortune around. The Camels advanced to the semifinals for a match up against second seeded Middlebury with a thrilling 3-1 overtime victory over Brandeis last Wednesday. It appeared Conn was headed for its third straight defeat as the Judges jumped out in an early lead when junior Vandy French scored an errant pass amended for Hack just over nine minutes into the game. The goal characterized the passive, uninspired play the Camels has exhibited in previous games.

Brandeis continued to dominate the game for the next ten minutes until Tim Cheney sparked an off-balance goal, bringing the score to 1-1. Sophomore Brad Akers beat the Conn defense and lofted a shot over Hack that appeared to be the game winner. But the referee waived the goal off, a hand ball on Akers just before he released his shot. The Camels were received to other breaks before the end of regulation as the Judges squeezed out two breakaways. The winning goal was provided by Canton-Stille at the 1:15 mark of the first overtime. Cheney launched a rocket that glanced off the bottom of the cross bar from about twenty yards out and Canton-Stille was there to head the rebound in.

An insurance goal was added thirteen minutes later when Melchior fired the ball in at the upper right portion of the net. Conn finally tied the game up at 3:52 mark off a feed from Melchior, who fired it in for the score. After outscoring The Judges by 2-1 margin, the Camels were fired up for the semifinals against Middlebury. It snowed the night before, and the poor playing conditions made for a low scoring game as Conn won 1-0 and Hack recorded his seventh shutout.

The winning goal was provided by the Judges hiL at the 3:56 mark. Cheney put a feed from midfield and the ball was headed to Melchior. It eluded him with his chest and lobbed it to Spear, who put the shot in from six yards out.

---

**NEW ANTHOLOGY**

**A New Norton Anthology**

**The Norton Corporation**

**Come and learn about the Norton Corporation, which has recently announced that it will be the after-effects of a Harris brunch. We’ll see you in the winner’s circle.**

---

**Schmoozing with Dob and Pops: A cultured bite out of the Big Apple**

by Dobby Gibson and David Papadopoulos

**The College Voice**

---

**SPORTS**

**Montalvo, stingy and ruthless defenses, experienced veterans (these teams are both senior-dominated), tremendous pride, overwhelming confidence, and brash mouths. All the talking has been done. Let’s get ready to rumble...**

---

**Schmoozing On the Road**

This past weekend, Dob and Pops ventured into The Big Apple accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gibson in a controversial attempt to begin his career. Schmoozing, going in cognito of course, made celebrity appearances at the Museum of Modern Art, and at Les Misérables. At the Matisse exhibit, Schmoozing saw Laurence Olivier, more paradoxical than met the eye, and the musical version of the novel. At the exhibition, Schmoozing did not end up attending voluntarily. We were told that we were invited to the exhibition by a friend of Dob, who convinced us it was Daisy Queens Batting Helmet Night. Once inside, Schmoozing became even more disappointed by the lack of hot dog and Polish sausage vendors parading the aisles. It was literally impossible to ingratiate a beer and a brat. However, the whole production got raves from Schmoozing, a quick observer. Ditka’s was an overwhelming experience that Dob and Pops both changed religions a full three times before intermission.

---

**Monday Night Pick**

Last week: Minnivikes plus three versus Da Bears Result: The Vikes absolutely and totally destroyed their arch-rivals Da Bears who are slowly being revealed to be the sorry-ass franchise they really are. Didka’s boots with the pants are becoming quite so sad actually, but Dob loves every minute of it. The Vikes are 7-2 and on their way to their fifth Super Bowl. Record: 5-3 (6-25). This week: The San Francisco Ogres travel to the new Georgia Dome to play the Falcons... We’re sucking a bit (what a surprise), so unfortunately we have no idea what to expect from this. So, we’re going to get a little low key. No matter how low the spread is, take the Falcons. Although the Niners are playing good football, feeling deep down inside our bones, that might just be the after-effects of a Harris brunch. We’ll see you in the winner’s circle.
Women’s soccer, though unable to close the season with a victory, looks forward eagerly to next season’s team.

On Halloween the women’s soccer team was still optimistic about making Women’s ECAC tournament against Williams in their final regular season game at home. When Williams handed Conn a 3-0 loss, all was quiet as it appeared that the women's varsity soccer team had put on their cleats for the last time in 1992.

However, since Halloween was unwilling to treat Conn to the tournament, Santa Claus and

The game against Babson was similar to the game against Williams in that Conn had immense difficulty putting together any offense. Conn’s only goal came late in the second half off the foot of sophomore talent and leading scorer for the Camels, Courtney Skully. Babson, on the other hand, demonstrated their own version of “blitzkrieg,” scoring one minute into the first half of the game! They managed to score two more goals in the first half and one for good measure in the second half. Needless to say, Babson had no trouble formulating an offense against Conn College’s defense – which had been consistently superb throughout the season.

Halloween, according to sophomore Sara Ciotti, after Babson’s three-goal scoring spree Conn did bring their level of play up a notch. “I think they came out really hard at first, but it wasn’t the same game after the first 15 minutes,” Ciotti said. Unfortunately, the Camels could not muster enough offense to keep their season alive.

Seniors and co-captains Anne Palmgren and Jen Leonard finished their sparkling career as Camels on Wednesday. Palmgren, goalie, ended the year with a fantastic 85 goal-saving percentage with over 140 goals saved, including nine against Babson in the playoffs.

Looking toward next season, a new goalkeeper will be inserted to replace Palmgren, while some of the key players returning next year include junior Crissy Haywood and sophomores Skully and Ciotti.

A three-year starter, Haywood should be one of the leaders for the team with her experience and solid play on defense. Ciotti’s and Skully’s talented offensive play and maturity in their junior year should also help guide the Camels in the right direction in 1993.

Ciotti was very optimistic about next year’s chances. “Next year I think we’ll definitely be stronger,” she said, “and I think that a lot of the young players from this year have gained experience that will help us next year.”

Although Conn had a worse record than last year, soccer coach Ken Kline should be optimistic about his team next year. This year the Camels only graduate two players, which will allow the squad to maintain a solid team chemistry.

**The Best Pizza in Town**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PIZZA</th>
<th>SMALL</th>
<th>LARGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOZZARELLA</td>
<td>3.95</td>
<td>7.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONION</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEPPER</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>7.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEPPERONI</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>8.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAMBURG</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>8.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OLIVE</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>8.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAUSAGE</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>8.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSHROOM</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>8.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACON</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>8.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANCHOVY</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>8.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EGGPLANT</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>8.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAWAIIAN</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>9.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KIELBASA</td>
<td>5.60</td>
<td>9.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOUSAKA</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 WAY COMBO</td>
<td>5.40</td>
<td>9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 WAY COMBO</td>
<td>5.65</td>
<td>9.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPECIAL</td>
<td>6.15</td>
<td>11.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WHITE PIZZA 10”**

CLASSIC - Sausage & Green Peppers 5.95
SUPREME - Eggplant, Sausage & Mushrooms 6.15
VEGGIE SUPREME - Tomato, Broccoli, Mushrooms, Onions & Peppers 6.25
MEAT LOVERS - Bacon, Pepperoni, Hamburger & Sausage 6.95

**SHEET PIZZA 1.50 Each Additional Topping**

**CALZONES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>4.50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CHEESE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 WAY MEAT</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 WAY MEAT</td>
<td>5.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**For Delivery Call 440-2511**

**ORDERS TO GO**

Sunday – Thursday 11:00 a.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Friday & Saturday 11:00 a.m. - 10:00 p.m.

**Buy 3 Pizzas and get One FREE**
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The field hockey season begins in the heat and humidity of August and early September. The days are still long; the sun is still bright. Nevertheless, opportunities were hard-come by, and with 18 minutes left in the half, senior co-captain Tim Cheney took a pass from Brendan Gilmartin near the edge of the penalty box. Cheney beat two defenders and angled a low shot to the left corner. From the general vicinity of the season, the Camel kept charged. Seconds earlier, a line judge had raised his flag signalling Upton offside but the referee waved it off, deciding Conn midfielder Nithako Mokone had both possession and advantage.

The ball was stolen and Upton primly put it in the back of the net with only 651 gone in the game. "I wasn't worried," said Hackl. "I was thinking on their back and it was still early on. Pete [Sparc] grabbed the ball out of the net and ran up the field with it. That showed it didn't matter. There was nothing to be said about it." Nevertheless, opportunities were hard-come by, and with 18 minutes left in the half, senior co-captain Tim Cheney took a pass from Brendan Gilmartin near the edge of the penalty box. Cheney beat two defenders and angled a low shot to the left corner. From the general vicinity of the season, the Camel kept charged. Seconds earlier, a line judge had raised his flag signalling Upton offside but the referee waved it off, deciding Conn midfielder Nithako Mokone had both possession and advantage.

The ball was stolen and Upton primly put it in the back of the net with only 651 gone in the game. "I wasn't worried," said Hackl. "I was thinking on their back and it was still early on. Pete [Sparc] grabbed the ball out of the net and ran up the field with it. That showed it didn't matter. There was nothing to be said about it." Nevertheless, opportunities were hard-come by, and with 18 minutes left in the half, senior co-captain Tim Cheney took a pass from Brendan Gilmartin near the edge of the penalty box. Cheney beat two defenders and angled a low shot to the left corner. From the general vicinity of the season, the Camel kept charged. Seconds earlier, a line judge had raised his flag signalling Upton offside but the referee waved it off, deciding Conn midfielder Nithako Mokone had both possession and advantage.

The ball was stolen and Upton primly put it in the back of the net with only 651 gone in the game. "I wasn't worried," said Hackl. "I was thinking on their back and it was still early on. Pete [Sparc] grabbed the ball out of the net and ran up the field with it. That showed it didn't matter. There was nothing to be said about it." Nevertheless, opportunities were hard-come by, and with 18 minutes left in the half, senior co-captain Tim Cheney took a pass from Brendan Gilmartin near the edge of the penalty box. Cheney beat two defenders and angled a low shot to the left corner. From the general vicinity of the season, the Camel kept charged. Seconds earlier, a line judge had raised his flag signalling Upton offside but the referee waved it off, deciding Conn midfielder Nithako Mokone had both possession and advantage.

The ball was stolen and Upton primly put it in the back of the net with only 651 gone in the game. "I wasn't worried," said Hackl. "I was thinking on their back and it was still early on. Pete [Sparc] grabbed the ball out of the net and ran up the field with it. That showed it didn't matter. There was nothing to be said about it." Nevertheless, opportunities were hard-come by, and with 18 minutes left in the half, senior co-captain Tim Cheney took a pass from Brendan Gilmartin near the edge of the penalty box. Cheney beat two defenders and angled a low shot to the left corner. From the general vicinity of the season, the Camel kept charged. Seconds earlier, a line judge had raised his flag signalling Upton offside but the referee waved it off, deciding Conn midfielder Nithako Mokone had both possession and advantage.

The ball was stolen and Upton primly put it in the back of the net with only 651 gone in the game. "I wasn't worried," said Hackl. "I was thinking on their back and it was still early on. Pete [Sparc] grabbed the ball out of the net and ran up the field with it. That showed it didn't matter. There was nothing to be said about it." Nevertheless, opportunities were hard-come by, and with 18 minutes left in the half, senior co-captain Tim Cheney took a pass from Brendan Gilmartin near the edge of the penalty box. Cheney beat two defenders and angled a low shot to the left corner. From the general vicinity of the season, the Camel kept charged. Seconds earlier, a line judge had raised his flag signalling Upton offside but the referee waved it off, deciding Conn midfielder Nithako Mokone had both possession and advantage.

The ball was stolen and Upton primly put it in the back of the net with only 651 gone in the game. "I wasn't worried," said Hackl. "I was thinking on their back and it was still early on. Pete [Sparc] grabbed the ball out of the net and ran up the field with it. That showed it didn't matter. There was nothing to be said about it." Nevertheless, opportunities were hard-come by, and with 18 minutes left in the half, senior co-captain Tim Cheney took a pass from Brendan Gilmartin near the edge of the penalty box. Cheney beat two defenders and angled a low shot to the left corner. From the general vicinity of the season, the Camel kept charged. Seconds earlier, a line judge had raised his flag signalling Upton offside but the referee waved it off, deciding Conn midfielder Nithako Mokone had both possession and advantage.

The ball was stolen and Upton primly put it in the back of the net with only 651 gone in the game. "I wasn't worried," said Hackl. "I was thinking on their back and it was still early on. Pete [Sparc] grabbed the ball out of the net and ran up the field with it. That showed it didn't matter. There was nothing to be said about it." Nevertheless, opportunities were hard-come by, and with 18 minutes left in the half, senior co-captain Tim Cheney took a pass from Brendan Gilmartin near the edge of the penalty box. Cheney beat two defenders and angled a low shot to the left corner. From the general vicinity of the season, the Camel kept charged. Seconds earlier, a line judge had raised his flag signalling Upton offside but the referee waved it off, deciding Conn midfielder Nithako Mokone had both possession and advantage. 